
Twin Goliaths 

by what Goliaths was I conceived- 
so big 
and so useless?  
    Mayakovsky 

The new millennium has let us down. The zeroes 
 

Nostradamus, Revelations, Dawn of the Dead. 
We are aflutter with predictions of doom that will 
get us out of cleaning the closets or mowing the yard. 

 
head, threatening mutually assured destruction, and it ends 
with a broken wall and more history. Years of under-desk 
bomb drills and mushroom-cloud nightmares for what? 
a cellar of dusty cans and a hand-crank radio? 

 
of our seats, and now the house lights are turned up, 

.  
The suspense is killing us, will the climate end in fire or ice? 
Will the planet really try to buck us off its back  
like an angry bronco, skies snorting, oceans straining? 
No war has ended all war, made us holy, or brothers.  
Our era continues to drip bad news, aging us slowly,  
the one sin we cannot forgive. The traffic snarls, loading 
snail-  
commercial. We roar for action: lions, torches, nooses. 
The papers and the wires have caught the scent  
the angry mob that has banded is not going quietly home.  
We are just daring someone to hack away the last branch  
of government, like clearing brush on a ranch. 
The pornography of terror, incites us, we are hooting  
over hooded men in panties and their snuff-film politics.  
But these are only the trailers for the massive, world-premier 
blockbuster event we were promised. We, the ticket holders, 

 
to run with sand. 

So, we ache for another hit of horror, another jolt. Roll the tape  
of the passenger jets tearing through the smooth glass skin,  
bullet holes aflame, and then the massive twin goliaths 
buckling at the knees, bleeding smoke and ash, heaped 
in a twisted, toxic mass of rubble and personal effects. 
The innocents were sacrificed inside the steel volcano, 
or leaping and falling from the sky. Out from the valley  
of the shadow of death walked a silent origami 
army, their ashy pallor splotched anime red. 



Some of us scattered like roaches, or wept in fear,  
at first, and again, in sorrow once we understood.  

 
agape on street corners or on the rooftops, with 
cameras and phones creating electronic souvenirs,  
these paparazzi of history getting the candid shot,  
minus the acrid smoke from the funereal censer, 
the bitter, metallic taste it leaves in the mouth,  
eyes shining, glowing, gloating, devouring 
this action movie made flesh, unfolding in real time. 
Years of small-bet anxiety finally paying off big league, 
with an old symbol, the burning tower, presaging change. 
Certainly after this nothing can ever be the same.  
But the replay no longer delivers its obscene thrill. 
Already, normalcy has covered it with its tendril creep, 
which is disappointing. The fun of building blocks 
is watching them fall. No indy production talkfest 
will satisfy us now. Bring on the cast of millions,  
all ten biblical plagues, thunder bolts and asteroids,  
the four horsemen of mass destruction, an apocalyptic  
rain that one day will come and wash all this away. 
We want to test our mettle and live in heroic times, 
far from the comforts and compromises of modern life, 
to collapse the forth wall for total audience participation.  
We want the purge and redemptions we were promised 
the perfection of clean colons, clear skin, pure blood, 
ageless beauty, horny virgins, organic and locally grown. 
We want a just redistribution. We want dimensions stripped 
naked, no more dissembling, the last fig leaf shed. A wedding 
night with the one and only living god. We want to act  
out our mythic stories so we can continue to believe them.  
Fuck the inanimate stars and the thrum of alien bacteria. 
We want conjugal bliss with dark matter infinity. 
We want the eternal embrace of a first cause. 
What leaked spoilers suggest makes us suicidal. 
We are dying to know how this Grand Guignol ends. 
The house lights are about to go down, godspeed. 

 



Zombies 

 
 

We must rise in the morning. Shower. Work. Repeat. 
But I think about it each time I use a teabag once or toss  
an odd piece of string. I think, someday I might regret 
that second weak cup, that improvised repair.  

Maybe your teeth skeletal in the bathroom light.  
But my mind has always been an arcade flashing and cackling  
as if it were built atop a pinball graveyard. Just call me 
Cassandra, your psychic friend on the 900 line.  

My friend recently said that she was kept awake last night 
with the terrors: a sudden realization that she and everyone  
she loves will die not in a planetary swan dive, just in  
the mortal way. And she says that is just not acceptable.  
Her indignant heart is a mountain goat. It leaps over the abyss, 
as if safe ledges exist on demand. 

No, we are the generation damned to repeat the fall  
and we are taking down the fish, and polar bears, and penguins; 
we are taking down orangutans and tigers; and we are taking 
butterflies and bats, we are taking them all down like old posters  
from a bedroom wall. unacceptable.  

Outside the zombie squirrels play in the zombie trees  
in a lazy, overgrown zombie garden, shaking  
with the screams of gathering insect armies. 
Maybe I should calculate the risks and go where the odds  
are marginally better. But  
this infected zombie heart. It is too brainless, too restless. 
When will your mountain goat heart misstep, falter? 

 
in a massive quake, as truth fracks us, our bodies worth  
less now than the bread and wine it took to make them. 

hat will make it easier to sleepwalk  
through the spectral fingers of first light.  

Lets sing our swan songs to the dawn,  
arms out, on our knees, with the humility of addicts.  
I am sorry this is not the poem we need.  
I give you the cyanotic blues of plankton,  
the sputtering flight of bees.  




